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Abstract
This paper explores the use of Proteus, an
architecture-independent language suitable for prototyping time-sensitive parallel and distributed programs. Proteus is a high-level imperative notation based on sets and
sequences with succinct yet powerful constructs for the
parallel composition of processes communicating through
shared memory. Several di erent parallel algorithms for
N-body simulation in molecular dynamics are presented
in Proteus, illustrating how Proteus provides a common foundation for expressing the various parallel programming models. This common foundation supports
the construction of high-performance computing applications across a wide range of parallel machines through
a development methodology in which prototype parallel programs can be tested and evolved without the use
of machine-speci c languages. To transform prototypes
to implementations on speci c architectures, program
re nement techniques are utilized. Re nement strategies are illustrated that target broad-spectrum parallel
intermediate languages, and their viability is demonstrated by re ning an N-body algorithm to data-parallel
intermediate code. Time-sensitive variants of a parallel N-body algorithm are also described to illustrate how
Proteus allows the expression of resource requirements
through real-time constraints as well as progress constraints which abstractly specify the distribution of computational resources.

1. Introduction
One of the key barriers to realizing highperformance computing applications lies in the complexity of developing parallel software. This complexity arises in part from the growing diversity of
parallel machine architectures and models of computation, and from the great variety of parallel programming languages which to some degree re ect
the underlying machine organization. For example,
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N00014-88-K-0458, N00014-91-J-1985, N00014-91-C-0114 administered through ONR, NASA subcontract 550-63 of prime
contract NAS5-30428, and US-Israel Binational NSF Grant 8800282/2.

distributed systems and distributed-memory multiprocessors such as the Intel iPSC and its descendants

are typically programmed using the concepts of processes and message-passing. Languages for these
asynchronous distributed-state systems include CSP
[Hoa85] and Strand [FT90]. Shared-memory multiprocessors, like the Multimax or the Sequent, are
typically programmed using languages that support
shared variables with access-exclusion and synchronization mechanisms like monitors, such as found
in Concurrent
Pascal, or threads such as found in
Mach [BRS+ 85]. Highly-parallel processors such as the
TMC CM-2 or the MasPar MP-1 are programmed using data-parallel operations and barrier synchronization. Families of abstract computational models for
these classes of synchronous and asynchronous sharedmemory machines may be found in the PRAM and
APRAM respectively [CZ89].
The proliferation of languages following di erent
concurrent programming paradigms targeting di erent architectures, together with the emergence of heterogeneous systems and mixed-mode architectures,
pose problems for software development by increasing
the complexity of programming and by reducing software portability, reuse, and reliability. The diversity
of machine-speci c parallel languages and paradigms
also has signi cant impact on an evolutionary approach to software development. Early working models, or prototypes | which serve to rapidly validate
requirements and explore alternatives | face the obstacle of incurring the cost and time of expressing programs in low-level machine-speci c parallel languages
in order to be tested. Such testing on parallel machines is often critical in developing parallel applications, both to gain understanding of exactly how a
concurrent algorithm will behave, and in order to analyze the performance of realistically sized test cases
in a reasonable time. The diversity of machine-speci c
languages is not only an obstacle to rapid testing but
is also a barrier to the evolution of prototypes into
applications, which can otherwise bene t from a uniform language framework for the incremental growth
of functionality in algorithms. The complexity of developing parallel software and its impact on prototyping are open problems being actively investigated by
the High-Performance Computing and Communication (HPPC) initiative and the DARPA Common Pro-
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Statements:
assignments, procedure calls
Guarded commands: expr ! stmt
Operators over statement sequences:
Sequence:
seq [ 1
n]
Choice:
alt [ 1 ! 1
n ! n]
Repetition:
rep [ 1 ! 1
n ! n]
Parallel Composition: par [ 1
]
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Figure 1: Control primitives in Proteus
totyping Language and System project (ProtoTech),
the latter of which encompasses our research.
One solution is an architecture-independent approach, in which parallel applications can initially be
developed independently of the target machines, and
then specialized to run on particular target architectures as desired. This approach can be realized using a exible and expressive multiparadigmconcurrent
language which provides a foundation supporting diverse paradigms, together with algorithmic and data
re nement techniques that target speci c classes of
architectures. A high-level architecture-independent
language, when coupled with a strategy to transform
and specialize parallel programs, can be particularly
useful in the evolutionary model of software development. Prototypes can rapidly explore parallel execution strategies without incurring the cost of expressing programs in low-level machine-speci c languages.
Prototypes that exhibit the correct behavior are then
further re ned and transformed into parallel programs
on desired machines.
In this paper we describe the salient features of
Proteus, a language we are developing speci cally to
support the architecture-independent prototyping of
time-sensitive parallel and distributed programs. Proteus provides a high-level set-theoretic notation together with a sparse but powerful set of mechanisms
for controlling parallel execution of processes communicating through shared memory. The global state
may be partitioned into private and shared variables:
parallel processes operate on individual copies of private variables which may be merged into the shared
state at speci able barrier synchronization points.
Proteus also provides support for concurrent objects,
building upon a type system with polymorphism, subtyping and inheritance. These mechanisms support
diverse concurrent programming styles within a single
logical framework.
To illustrate the way we envision Proteus to be
applied to the prototyping of high-performance computing applications, we express several prototypes of
an algorithm for the N-body problem in computational physics, which is at the heart of several important challenges for high-performance computing,
among them molecular dynamics simulation and vortex methods in uid dynamics. We then investigate

strategies for re nement of the algorithms to intermediate languages suited for particular classes of machine
architecture. These experiments illustrate how Proteus, in conjunction with techniques for the evolution
and re nement of prototypes to execute on speci c
architectures, can provide a powerful platform for the
construction of high-performance computing applications.
The remainder of this paper begins in Section 2
with an overview of Proteus: a more detailed description of the language can be found in [Nyl91, MNP+ 91].
In Section 3 one variant of an N-body algorithm is
expressed in Proteus and then targeted to a dataparallel SIMD execution model, while another variant
is evolved towards an MIMD execution model in Section 4. Time-sensitive variants of the parallel N-body
algorithm are also presented in Section 5 to illustrate
how Proteus allows the expression of resource requirements through real-time constraints as well as progress
constraints which abstractly specify the distribution of
computational resources. We conclude the paper with
a discussion of ongoing research.

2. Basic features of Proteus
Our language starts with rich data models and operators along the lines of SETL [SDDS86] and REFINE [Ref88], which employ the high-level mathematical notions of sets, sequences, and maps. The core
of our language is a conventional imperative notation
to the degree that it is assignment-based and blockstructured; program state is maintained in typed,
lexically-scoped variables, and assignment statements
or procedure calls modify this state. Sets and sequences may be constructed by enumeration or by generation based on another set or sequence. Generators
are of the form:
fexpr(x) : x in set j pred(x)g
(set)
[expr(x) : x in sequence j pred(x)] (sequence)
For example,
fi*i : i in f0::5g j (i < 3)g
has value f0; 1; 4g. Standard operations on sets and
sequences are present, such as concatenation (##)
and indexing on sequences, and union and arbitrary

choice on sets. Also present is the APL-like reduction
operation f =S which applies a binary function f between the elements of sequence S . In addition Proteus
supports segmented reduction, written as (f; D)=S ,
which performs reduction separately on each subsequence (or segment) of a sequence S partitioned by
another sequence D of segment lengths. For example,
(+; [2; 3])=[1; 2; 3; 4; 5]
yields the value [3; 12].
Functions and statements are also values in Proteus. For example, the assignment
f := func(n) (return n+x);
yields as a value for f the closure of the function in
the lexically-scoped environment. As a result, higherorder functions such as the reduction operation can be
de ned directly, as is the case in ISETL.
However, unlike SETL or ISETL, statement values
can also be formed. This allows the expression of
familiar control constructs { such as sequential composition { as operators over sequences of statements,
yielding a exible and extensible control regime. Figure 1 summarizes a number of control operators over
sequences of statements and the familiar syntax that
may be used when all of the statement values are explicit rather than generated. While the guarded command constructs behave similarly to those of Dijkstra
and Hoare [Dij78, Hoa85] | for example, the rep operator repeatedly executes one command selected arbitrarily from those with true guards until all guards
are false | Proteus provides greater expressive power
by permitting operands to be dynamically generated
by sequence construction.

2.1. Constructs for concurrency
Our language supports parallelism with one simple
parallel composition operator. The statement (P1kP2)
speci es \cobegin/coend"-like concurrent execution
of the two statements P1 and P2 which we call processes. No assumptions about atomicity, interleaving, or relative rates of progress of P1 and P2 are
made. Processes communicate through global state,
which admits a potential for interference problematic
to many shared-memory models.
To control interference in our model of unconstrained parallelism, Proteus models a division of state
into distributed and shared memory through the introduction of private and shared variables. Our technique
exploits the standard scope rules for block-structured
languages. Within a parallel composition each process
can reference any variable visible according to these
scope rules; but now each non-local variable is further
speci ed to be either private or shared. A shared variable is a single entry in the state, whereas a private
variable has an entry in each process in the parallel
construct which shadows the entry in the enclosing
scope. The initial value of a private variable v is the
same in all processes in the construct and is the value
of v in the enclosing scope. Operations on shared variables may interfere with each other since they all refer
to the same state, but operations on private variables

can never interfere.
The following example illustrates how this concept
of private variables naturally ts with standard scoping rules.
var a; b; c;
(private c; var b; P1) k (private c; P2)
We assume that by default all non-local variables are
shared, and hence the names of private variables must
be declared in each process. In this example, the
shared variable a is seen by both P1 and P2, but private copies of c are held by each. Analogous to other
Proteus control constructs, the syntax in this example
is an abbreviation for an operator over statement sequences, of the form:
par [ (private v1; : : : ; vk ; P1 ) ,: : : ,
(private v1 ; : : : ; vk ; Pn) ]
Since private declarations are most often identical in
each parallel process, they may be compactly introduced into sequence generators; Proteus also allows
abbreviation of the enumerated parallel operator as:
(private v1 ; : : : ; vk in P1k : : : kPn)
The mechanism by which processes can communicate information from the private state back up
into the global state is a simple primitive combining two-way communication and synchronization. The
barrier-merge operation

merge vi ; : : : ; vk
0

0

may be invoked within the processes Pi, and delays
the process containing the operation until all other
processes in the composition have reached a merge
operation. This e ects barrier synchronization.
At this point, the private state is merged into the
global state. Each private variable has its values in all
processes combined using a speci ed merge function
f , and the result updates the corresponding variable
in the enclosing scope. This combining action is similar to that used to resolve con ict in message collisions [Sab88], although Proteus applies the reduction
of f only across the changed values from all processes.
While in our examples the merge function defaults
uniformly to arbitrary selection, Proteus also permits
merge functions to be individually speci ed for each
variable through declarations of the form:

private v1 ; : : : ; vk using f
The last step in the merge operation is to copy the

global state back into each private state. If so specied, only a subset vi ; : : : ; vk of the private variables
will be updated. Furthermore, for safety a merge operation implicitly occurs at the end of every parallel
composition.
Proteus provides one further mechanism for synchronization. The conditional await construct:
await [B1 ! S1 , : : : , Bn ! Sn]
waits for a true guard Bi and then executes the guard
and statement Bi ! Si atomically, i.e., while excluding all other processes. It follows that await
[true ! S ] is equivalent to atomic execution of S,
0

0

which we abbreviate as  S .

2.2. Concurrent objects
Proteus also provides high-level constructs for controlling process parallelism based on the notion of
concurrent objects [Agh90]. These features are built
upon an extension of the ML-style type system
which supports parametric polymorphism as well as
object-oriented notions of subtyping and inheritance
[MMM+91, BG90]. The type system permits algebraic speci cation in the familiar form of modules,
while providing separation of module speci cations
from implementations, analogous to Ada packages.
Other distinguishing features of the type system include an identi cation of types with modules and the
ability to specify parameterized modules. While a full
description of the type system and object-oriented features for concurrency are beyond the scope of this paper nor are essential for the examples which follow,
we brie y outline essential aspects of the concurrent
object-oriented approach.
The object-oriented nature of the type system lays
the foundation for our development of concurrent objects. In this approach an object may be regarded
as a process with private state, and method invocation corresponds to message passing. Proteus provides
for concurrent and asynchronous execution of methods through the send construct: this e ects sending
a message without blocking, or waiting, for the reply. A corresponding explicit receive construct waits
for data computed by the asynchronous method to
become available. These constructs correspond to
an object-based view of fork/join, and behave analogously to the de nition variables in PCN, futures
in MultiLisp, and actors [Agh90]. Proteus also provides for active objects which have running reactive
processes associated with them, as well as object constraints which enforce required exclusion among concurrently executing methods. Concurrent objects balance the par constructs suitable for highly-parallel
computation by providing not only a means of encapsulating shared state, but also of enabling processes to
persist beyond their parents.
Proteus also supports time and progress constraints, which will be described in Section 5.

2.3. Related work
A variety of parallel languages are cited as being
useful for programming broad classes of concurrent
systems. These languages might be roughly divided
into the following categories.
 Languages with widely translatable logical models, such as Linda's distributed data structures
[CGL86], the synchronization-variable methods of
Strand [FT90] and PCN [CT92], or the data-parallel
abstraction of the Paralation model [Sab88]. Often
called coordination languages, these form a harness
in which programs in di erent sequential computation languages can cooperate in parallel [CG91].

 Languages which incorporate a large variety of par-

allel primitives, such as Ease [Zen90].
 Wide-spectrum parallel languages that rely on renement from architecture-independent speci cation. Notable wide-spectrum parallel language efforts include Crystal [Che86] and variants of the
Bird-Meertens functional formalism[Ski90]. UNITY
[CM88], although not a wide-spectrum notation, is,
as its name suggests, a particularly elegant notation for describing a large range of parallel and distributed computations.
We see Proteus as falling into the last category. All
of these wide-spectrum languages support a methodology in which parallel speci cations are re ned to parallel programs for a particular class of machine. In
the case of Crystal, UNITY, and the Bird-Meertens
formalism the re nement steps are justi ed formally
through inference steps or algebraic transformations.
In comparison with these languages Proteus supports fundamental parallel abstractions at a higher
level than UNITY and at a lower level than Crystal, where concurrency is implied by independence in
the equational speci cation. While Proteus incorporates some declarative features, for utility in prototyping it is oriented towards procedural speci cation
and can refer to shared state explicitly. UNITY programs also manipulate shared state, but the control
of interference is implicit by constraining execution to
statement-level interleaving.

3. N-body simulation in
molecular dynamics
We now present a simple example to illustrate the
diversity of parallel computations that can be accommodated in Proteus, and to examine re nement strategies that can target speci c parallel architectures.
The domain of interest is molecular dynamics simulation, which is concerned with simulating the motion
and bond deformation of biological macromolecules
over time due to energies and forces acting on the
molecules. Such simulations are critical in molecular
biology in order to understand the function and properties of biological polymers such as proteins and nucleic acids on the atomic level, and might help to guide
the synthesis of new materials and predict the properties of materials such as drug speci cities [HGS90].
The energy and forces acting on each molecule have
contributions from di erent sources, which may be divided into internal energies and forces connected with
chemical bonds and their angles and torsional motion,
and non-bonding energy and force contributions arising from pairwise electrostatic interaction of atomic
charges. The forces connected with chemical bonds
may be determined fairly rapidly; by far the most
time-consuming task in molecular dynamics simulations is the evaluation of pairwise particle interactions
to determine non-bonding forces [MTB+91, HGS90].
The computational core of molecular dynamics simulation is thus the task of N-body simulation | that

is, given a collection of N particles (or bodies) distributed in space, to simulate the motion of the particles over time due to gravitational or electrostatic
interaction. Each step of the simulation over time
consists of calculating for each body the sum of forces
due to pairwise interaction with all other particles,
and then updating the position of each particle as a
function of this force. The N-body problem characterizes physical phenomena that arise in many important applications in elds such as astrophysics, plasma
physics, and uid mechanics as well as molecular dynamics [App85, Gre90]. While numerical solutions for
the N-body problem are thus critically needed, they
unfortunately require large amounts of computation
due to the typically large number of particles and nature of the N 2 pairwise interaction.
Many algorithmic re nements have been proposed
to render N-body simulation more tractable. These
include methods which approximate interaction of a
particle with a cluster of particles that are far away
by modeling the cluster as a single particle (so-called
far- eld interactions) [App85], and tree-code methods
which compute far- eld interactions by recursively decomposing the spatial domain [BH86]. A further optimization is obtained by the Fast Multipole Method
[Gre90], which uses multigrid techniques and multipole approximations for far clusters to yield a faster
and more accurate algorithm. To further decrease
computational complexity, parallel implementations of
these algorithms have also been explored [GG89], in
particular on data-parallel architectures such as the
Connection Machine [ZJ89].
In following sections we consider two parallel algorithms for N-body simulation. We rst present a simple N 2 interaction per step simulation, and re ne this
algorithm toward a highly-parallel SIMD architecture.
Next a variant of the algorithm is considered that utilizes far- eld interactions. This algorithm is re ned to
target large-grain MIMD machines with SIMD or vector processors, such as the CM-5 or the Cray Y-MP.
In both cases we target intermediate languages rather
than machine-speci c low-level languages.
3.1. Direct algorithm in Proteus
The most naive and direct solution to the N-body
problem is to accumulate for each particle the force
due to all pairwise interactions, and then calculate the
new position of the particle as a result of this force.
This treats all particle interactions as near- eld interactions. We consider the direct solution for the general
case of an arbitrary interaction function f . Let P be
a vector of N bodies, each body described by a tuple
(position, velocity, mass). Furthermore, assume we
are given the following functions:
f: body  body ! force
g: force  force ! force
h: force  body  time ! body
where f computes the force vector between two bodies
(we assume f (x; x) = 0), g adds force vectors, and h
computes the body's position and velocity given the

force acting on the body and its duration. We will not
present the details of f , g, and h, other than noting
that they consist of scalar operations (e.g. addition)
and scalar operations extended over vectors.
The algorithm for performing one iteration of the
simulation, with step duration d, is succinctly expressed in Proteus as:
P := [ h( g/[ f(P(i),P(j)): j in [1..N] ], P(i), d )
: i in [1..N] ];
The outer sequence generator computes a new position
for each particle P (i) using the function h. The total
force on a particle P (i) is obtained using g to reduce
(via addition) the sequence of forces between P (i) and
every particle in P .

3.2. Execution of prototypes
While programs in Proteus should be able to run
on parallel platforms, it is not our intention that
any single program execute well on all parallel platforms. Early prototypes that explore speci cations are
likely to be expressed independent of a speci c class
of platforms, and initially executed on sequential machines. Prototypes can then evolve to use Proteus in
more restricted ways that are in close correspondence
with a particular architecture or programming model.
In common with other architecture-independent languages, re nement can help achieve this architectural
specialization. However, it is important in prototyping to distinguish between re nement of prototypes, which refers to meaning-preserving transformations, and evolution of prototypes, which may include
broader algorithmic changes: both may be required to
e ect execution on speci c architectures.
Re nement strategies whereby a program is specialized to a particular subset of the language and
mechanisms for the translation of such a subset to
run on a parallel platform are being developed in conjunction with our colleagues at the Kestrel Institute,
building on their environments for transformational
program development. The KIDS system (Kestrel Interactive Development System) [Smi90] has been used
to develop programs from speci cations, and includes
a number of algorithm design tactics and data re nement transformations [BG90].
Providing re nement techniques to target many
speci c architectures is likely to be prohibitive, hence
our strategy is to re ne to existing or proposed intermediate languages which permit reasonably ecient
execution on a class of parallel platforms. For example, we intend initially to reduce data-parallelism
to the set of parallel vector operations provided by
the CVL library [BCSZ90], developed by Guy Blelloch and colleagues at Carnegie-Mellon as a machineindependent library used in the interpretation of the
data-parallel intermediate code VCODE [BC90]. Likewise, we intend to reduce process parallelism to the
set of procedures
provided with the threads facility of
Mach [BRS+ 85].

3.3. Re nement to SIMD
We now apply these strategies to our N-body program to yield execution on an SIMD architecture.
Although sequence generators that evaluate simple
scalar functions of their index sets are well-suited to
SIMD execution, the N-body program given in section 3.1 would not achieve a large degree of parallelism with this approach. The problem is that the
nested sequence generators correspond to nested parallelism, which can not be implemented directly under
the SIMD execution model. In order to target SIMD
execution, we must re ne the program to separate the
reduction operation from the nested sequence generators, and combine the nested sequence generators into
one. We do this by following techniques outlined in
[BS90], yielding a form of the program that can be
translated to vector operations. In this case we performed the re nement and translation manually, but
based on insights gained from this experiment we are
developing tools in the Re ne system to perform these
steps semi-automatically.
The re nement step rewrites the N-body program
to evaluate f on the Cartesian product of the particles with themselves, and to replace N reduction operations with a single segmented reduction operation.
The new version of the program, shown below, remains an executable Proteus program, so that we can
validate the re nement experimentally.
Q := [ P[i] : i, j in [1..N] ]
R := [ P[j] : i, j in [1..N] ]
F := [ f(Q[i],R[i]): i in [1..N 2] ]
V := (g, S) / [ i in [1..N 2] : F[i] ]
where S = [ N: i in [1..N] ]
P := [ h(V[i],P[i],d) : i in [1..N] ]
The form of this re nement is driven by the facilities and limitations of the targeted language with
which the re ned operations must be compatible. In
this case this language was C with calls to CVL.
This library supports elementary scalar operations extended elementwise between vectors, as well as segmented reduction and several simple forms of creating
a vector by replication. The translation yields a series
of vector operations:
S := distribute(N, N)
Q, R := cartesian(P, P)
F := elwise(f, Q, R)
V := seg reduce(g, F, S)
P := elwise(h, V, P)
However, further re nements of the Proteus program are needed to accommodate some additional limitations of CVL. These limitations are:
1. CVL vector operands must be vectors of scalars.
2. CVL does not support elementwise extension of
user-de ned scalar functions.
3. CVL does not support reduction using userde ned combining functions.

These limitations require transformations which:
1. Flatten operations on structures, that is, transformations that turn P into scalar vectors P-x, P-y
etc., and others which break up f into operations
on these scalar vectors.
2. Transform elwise(f ,...) operations into applications of the vector extension of f derived by converting scalar operations in f to vector operations. This corresponds to compiling Paralation
\elwise" forms into vector operations, a topic addressed in detail in [BS90].
3. Transform segmented reduction (using g) into
vector operations, either by deriving from the
scalar operations of g a sequence of segmented
reductions, or by using the vector extension of
g to implement the reduction using well-known
techniques such as doubling.
In conjunction with Kestrel Institute, we are investigating ways to formalize and mechanize these re nement strategies. One promising avenue for data type
and algorithmic re nement relies on techniques to recognize the presense of CVL patterns such as elwise and
product operations, as well as transformational strategies based on algebraic laws for functional languages
[Ski90].

4. Far- eld approximation
We now consider an evolution of the original Proteus N-body simulation program that yields a parallel

algorithm suitable for targeting asynchronous collections of SIMD processors. We take advantage of the
far- eld approximation mentioned earlier. The particle space can be partitioned into clusters of near particles, and any two clusters are either well-separated |
meaning their separation exceeds some accuracy criterion so that far- eld approximation can be used |
or they are neighbors. Interaction of any particle and
those in in a well-separated cluster can be approximated by interaction of the particle with a monopole
approximation of the cluster, for example a point-mass
placed at the cluster's center of mass.
The spatial decomposition into clusters naturally
supports parallelization by mapping one cluster to
each of p parallel processes. In each step of the simulation, each process computes interactions for its particles by examining other clusters, using far- eld interactions if possible, and if not then computing roughly
(N=p)2 pairwise interaction as before. Next the particle positions are updated. Since particles may have
to be migrated between neighboring clusters, a list of
particle additions and deletions is built for each cluster and then used to perform migration. Lastly the
monopole approximations are recomputed.

4.1. Re nement to MIMD
The Proteus program incorporating these re nements is shown in Figure 2. In this program, the

Let Cl = [Particles(i) : i in [1..p]] be the sequence of clusters, i.e., sequence of sequences of particles.
Let Cen = [Centroid(i) : i in [1..p]] be the monopole approximations for each cluster.
Let ML = [Migration(i) : i in [1..p]] be the migration-list for each
cluster, indicating which particles move to or from that cluster.
Let nbor(i) = function returning indices of neighbors of cluster P[i], excluding P[i] itself.
Let pairwise = func(P,Q) return [ g/[ f(P[i],Q[j]): j in [1..#Q]] : i in [1..#P] ]; | cluster interaction
par[
| one process per cluster
var V;
V := [0 : u in 1..#Cl[i] ];
| initialize accumulated force
par[
| accumulate force
[ well separated( Cen(i), Cen(j) ) ! V := V + pairwise( Cl[i], [Cen[j]] ),
not well separated( Cen[i], Cen[j] ) ! V := V + pairwise( Cl[i], Cl[j] ) ]
: j in [1..p] ];
merge;
Cl[i] := [ h(Cl[i][j],V[j]) : j in [1..#Cl[i]] ]
| update position
ML[i],[ML[k]: k in nbor(i)] := update migration list( Cl[i], ML[i] ## [ML[k] : k in nbor(i)] );
merge;
Cl[i] := migrate particles ( Cl[i], ML[i] );
| add and delete migrated particles
Cen[i] := compute centroid( Cl[i] );
: i in [1..p] ]
Figure 2: N-body simulation using far- eld interaction

merges perform synchronization required to avoid in-

terference when computing pairwise interactions or
when completing the migration list before using it to
move particles between clusters. To execute this prototype, the control-parallelism of the group of parallel cluster processes can be straightforwardly implemented, if needed, in terms of threads (for example in
Mach [BRS+ 85]). A key point is that each cluster process can be vectorized since it uses the same techniques
as the simple Proteus program for pairwise interaction.
This makes this far- eld program, although clearly not
optimal, well suited for execution on an asynchronous
collection of vector processors with shared memory,
for example a CRAY supercomputer.

4.2. Re nement to isolate state
In the case of a collection of asynchronous processors with distributed memory, we can reduce communication and synchronization overhead by using the
private mechanisms of Proteus to copy and localize access to state otherwise shared. The information
shared between clusters during one step of the simulation is the list of centroids, and the neighboring clusters together with their migration lists. These neighbors constitute the boundary. We make these items
private in the Proteus program shown in Figure 2 by
adding the following declarations after the rst par
construct:
private Cen;
private Cl;
private ML using ##;
The basic idea is that each cluster process has its
own copy of its neighbors and their migration lists; it
examines the former to compute pairwise interaction
and may update the latter to re ect particle motion

into neighboring clusters. Isolating this state removes
the need for the rst merge synchronization command, since the clusters cannot interfere. The migration lists, when completely updated, are then merged
using sequence concatenation and subsequently used
to add and delete particles for each cluster. At the end
of the simulation step the private clusters are merged:
this e ects exchange of boundary cells between clusters since they are e ectively recopied as privates in
the next par cycle. This corresponds to exchanging guard strips in other multigrid simulations [F+ 88].
Note that, although the entire cluster array CL is declared as private, Proteus implementations need only
copy on demand referenced boundary elements.
The same technique of state isolation can be applied
to parallelize further optimizations of the N-body simulation, speci cally for Barnes-Hut tree-codes [BH86]
and the Fast Multipole Method [Gre90]. Both employ
a hierarchical decomposition of cluster space, such as
quad-trees for 2D or oct-trees for 3D, which can be
used to recursively partition areas of otherwise nearbody interaction so as to treat them as far-body effects. We are examining prototypes of parallel Fast
Multipole algorithms in Proteus which isolate boundary cell communication while at the lowest level are
vectorizable | how these can be eciently implemented on asynchronous collections of SIMD processors, or can be re ned into existing data-parallel Multipole methods [ZJ89] is still being investigated.

5. Time and progress constraints
Lastly we examine mechanisms in Proteus for specifying time and progress-constrained computation, and
illustrate their utility on a variation of the N-body
algorithm. While it is critical to be able to specify
and analyze the real-time behavior of programs | in-

deed, Proteus provides constructs for expressing and
evaluating time-constrained behavior | it is also advantageous, particularly in prototyping, to extend the
management and analysis of resource requirements at
an abstract level to other domains such as computational progress. To this end Proteus provides the rate
construct, an augmentation to the parallel construct
which models the relative rates of progress of the parallel processes.

5.1. Progress constraints

The rate speci cation indicates, for each process,
the proportion of total execution steps to take for each
period of a virtual clock. For example,
(P1kP2kP3) rate [0:2; 0:2; 0:6]
speci es that P3 takes 3 steps (according to the ticks
of some virtual clock) for every step of P1 and P2 .
For the moment let us defer saying how we measure
virtual time { that is, when the clock \ticks" { and
as well assume we have some means of correlating
virtual ticks to execution times of statements in the
processes, which thus yields clock-duration values describing computational progress. The rate construct
more precisely means that, over a given period  , we
will observe at least once an exact admissible ratio of
computational progress, in other words a ratio that
obeys the progress constraints. The sampling period
 can be explicitly speci ed in Proteus via the construct interval( ). The rate speci cations may also
be nested: in that case, the expected rates multiply
down the process hierarchy. Furthermore, a range of
rates may be speci ed, for example:
(P1kP2kP3) rate [[0:2; 0:4]; [0:2; 0:4]; [0:6; 0:8]]
In this case any combination of relative rates within
the ranges which sums to 1 is admissible. A further
generalization allows the speci cation of rates as probability functions | that is, giving a fuzzy rate as a
function from rates to expected probability | yielding
a probabilistic rate control. The semantics then associates, for each admissible execution history, a probability in a manner analogous to that for variable-speed
APRAM's [CZ89].
The rate construct proves advantageous in several
ways. The speci cation of expected rate of progress is
interpreted as a scheduling directive that, when simulating execution of prototypes, allows experimentation
to predict real-time behavior. The rate construct can
also be viewed as abstractly specifying the distribution of computational work, or dually can be regarded
as abstractly specifying the distribution of computational resources needed to achieve that work. The
latter view can be used to e ect load balancing.
For example, one variant of N-body simulation is
that in which recursive spatial decomposition is adaptive, in the sense that cells are subdivided into subcells
for use in far- eld approximation only if the number
of bodies in a cell is above a threshold. By specifying
a rate for cell processes at each level of decomposition
proportional to the number of bodies, one can direct
processors to those cells with the most computational
demands. In a dual manner the rate construct can be

used to control iteration frequency for well-separated
clusters which may be running on asynchronous processes. The intent is to specify rates of progress which
e ect higher frequencies of iteration for those clusters
which have high densities and thus must have small
motion integration steps to accommodate higher acceleration. The rate construct thus provides a exible abstraction for controlling computational e ort,
comparable in power to the way that private variables
which control locality in the shared-memory paradigm
provide an abstraction of the topological essence of
communication patterns.

5.2. Time constraints
In addition to progress constraints, Proteus provides constructs for specifying and analyzing real-time
behavior that include temporal constraints that the
environment imposes on a task, such as limits on response time, and temporal constraints that the task
imposes on the environment, such as periodic behavior. The temporal constraints are to be interpreted
as prescriptions which must be enforced by the program through scheduling directives; provision is made
for handling exceptions of temporal constraints, for
example timeouts. Among the Proteus primitives are:

wait t
await G: wait t ! (stmt)
every t (stmt)
within t (stmt)
on timeout (stmt)
S1 on E F1()

[delay]
[guarded timeouts]
[periodicity]
[response time]
[exception handlers]

These primitives encompass conventional real-time
constructs such as those found in [GL91]. An alternative form under consideration is that of the Flex
language, in which conditions specifying inequalities
on start, nish, interval and duration times can be
attached to timing blocks [KL91].
Our measurement of time relies fundamentally on
viewing clocks as modules. Time parameters represent
ticks on some named virtual clock, which is updated
according to an underlying model of time and computation related to that found in [LVB+91]. A \clock"
is just a module with an active process responsible for
updating the clock and distributing its values to a set
of processes which it is said to \time". A clock times
those processes which are visible from its module as
determined by standard scoping rules. Thus, several
clocks may time one process, and several processes
may be timed by one clock. A clock updates itself
from its timed processes whenever they all end a temporal constraint, and timed processes block at these
endpoints until the clock is updated, at which time
clock values are rebroadcast. The within constraints,
or more generally the Flex \duration" condition, provide a mechanism for associating execution times with
code sections which can be used in controlling relative
progress.

5.3. Resource con guration
Real-time behavior will depend not only on synchronization and time constraints, but also on resource
requests such as demands for computation, on the
resource con guration which maps requesting agents
such as processes to resources such as processors, and
on scheduling which attempts to resolve resource contention and satisfy requests [GL91]. It is often critical to make the resource con guration explicit in order to ensure precise real-time behavior. For example, concurrent processes which are con gured to run
on one processor using interleaving may not satisfy
the same time constraints as processes running truly
concurrently. In a similar manner, the underlying resource con guration determines the e ect of directives
such as rates and priorities. Proteus therefore provides
a simple means of mandating resource con guration
through resource and assign (::) constructs:
resource R1, R2 = [i : i in1::100];
(P1::R1kP2::R1kP3::R2kP4::R2)
rate [0:5; 0:5; 0:5; 0:5]
This example speci es R2 as a parallel resource, and
will interleave P1 and P2 while running P3 and P4 truly
concurrently. To facilitate rapid prototyping, Proteus
permits relaxed speci cation in that some or all of
the speci cations may be omitted, in which case any
behavior consistent with the given constraints is admissible.
Proteus thus adopts a uniform resource-based view
of time and progress which supports the expression of
resource requirements and con guration. Proteus supports, in addition to these prescriptive mechanisms,
declarative observational assertions about real-time
behavior which can be used for veri cation at runtime or to check timing feasibility at compiler time.
These declarative assertions appear in the speci cation side of the module, whereas directives appear in
the implementation or body of the module. This is
similar in style to [LVB+91], and di ers from Mentat
[GSL90] in which declarative assertions appear in the
object while directives appear in the method.

6. Summary and future work
In this paper we explored the use of Proteus, a
prototyping language whose constructs for parallelism
can serve as a foundation for expressing many concurrent programming models. In conjunction with
re nement techniques for architectural specialization,
Proteus can provide a powerful platform for the construction and execution of a wide spectrum of parallel
prototypes. Prototyping and re nement of algorithms
for molecular dynamics using N-body simulation were
explored, illustrating the expressive power of Proteus
and demonstrating the viability of re nement strategies for execution of prototypes, in particular techniques which target intermediate parallel languages to
gain wide applicability. Time and progress constraints
in Proteus were presented that abstractly specify requirements and restrictions on the resources of time

and computational work.
Ongoing work in the area of the Proteus language
design is concentrated in several areas. First, we are
are investigating ways to extend our features for distributed programming based on the notion of concurrent objects to include the speci cation of datadriven tasks which may be triggered by concurrent
events. Second, we are investigating extended models
of resource-based constraints, including those which
allow the speci cation of communication topologies
though a hierarchical concept of nearness.
Finally, we are currently involved in the implementation of key features of the language and re nement
system to assess the suitability of the approach. The
long-term goal of the work is to incorporate Proteus
into a prototyping system that links several prototyping languages, targeting di erent problem domains, to
form an e ective vehicle for the development and assessment of full system prototypes.
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